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project brief

The 10x10 Low Cost House project was initiated by Design Indaba in 2007.
10xSouth African Architects were invited to collaborate with 10xInternational
Architects to apply design creativity for the design of a Low Cost House for
beneficiaries in the Freedom Park community in Mitchells
Plein, Cape Town. The Freedom Park community shall be the beneficiary of
490
low cost houses, which are currently being developed by the Nial Mellon Trust,
an Irish Foundation, which is in partnership with the City of Cape Town.
DesignSpaceAfrica Architects was allocated the Jonker Family of eight. Design
Space Africa Cape Town Director, Luyanda Mpahlwa set the design parameters
for the project and put up a project team that workshopped the desired design
outcome.

The Design Space Africa proposal for the Design Indaba 10x10 house was driven
by the simple objective of producing a dignified low cost house. The main
challenge was to find the materials and construction methodology which
would fit
the allocated building budget of R50.000 for a 42m2 house on the allocated
112m2
Erf. In addition to the low cost house design, the brief required each Architect
to provide an urban contextual design for 10xhouses on allocated sites for the
project.

Design Space Africa proposed single free standing and semi-detached units.
DESIGN RESPONSE
The result of the DesignSpaceAfrica design process was a double storey house
on a 27m2 footprint, thus maximising the allocated land for indoor/outdoor
use by the family.

design concept

DESIGN CONCEPT



CONSTRUCTION

construction

In terms of research for building materials, a sandbag house
which is constructed with a timber frame ECOBEAM structure filled with
sandbags and plastered over was found to an appropriate response.
The EcoBeam construction system is locally produced by EcoBuild
Technologies, in Epping Cape Town. The good thermal qualities of the sand,
and the simplicity of the construction system, which is a lowenergy
and sustainable product, make it an innovative and truly South African design.
Through this project, Design Space Africa found a system which uses natural,
sustainable materials which also allowed the involvement of unskilled
community members in the construction, thus contributing in the delivery of
affordable housing and at the same time empowering the benefitting
communities.
The building costs for the DesignSpaceAfrica 10x10 Design Indaba
Low Cost exceeded that allocated building budget of R50.000. However,
Design Indaba accepted that in terms of economies
of scale, the estimated R80.000 for the Design Space Africa 10x10 House was
acceptable.



COMMUNITY

INVOLVEMENT

community involvement

Sandbag construction was a novel concept, especially in the
township context, where single storey, low density bring housing is the norm.
The designers thus developed a strong relationship with the community,
providing the information and assurance they needed to take ownership and
gain acceptance of this experimental housing type.



COMPLETION

project implementation

international recognition

In view of the fact that none of the other invited Architects were able to
produce solutions to the brief, Design Space Africa was requested by Design
Indaba to build all the 10xHouses as required by the brief. The Jonker House
was completed in August 2008 and the rest of the 9xHouses
were completed end October 2009. All 10 families have since moved in.

Design Space Africa Cape Town is proud to make a socially relevant design
contribution to the broader debate on affordable but dignified housing in South
Africa. TheDesign Space Africa 10x10 Design Indaba Low cost has since been
recognised and acknowledged as an innovative design solution to Low Cost
housing worldwide.
In September 2008, the project was awarded the Curry Stone Design Prize by
the University of Kentucky, Lousiville,USA. The Prize recognises 'humanitarian
projects which contribute towards changing peoples lives'. Design Space
Africa Architects was the first recipient of the Prize among 5 International
Nominees



LIFE CYCLE

SUSTAINABILITY

As part of our ongoing relationship with the freedom park community
DesignSpaceAfrica recently joined the community in their Mandela Day
initiative by sponsoring paint and assisting repainting the community centre. .


